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Co se stane v Rusku po The Longest Day?, Pepe
Escobar
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← Když udeří blesk dějin,...  
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Sdílejte s Gabem

První návrh mimořádných událostí, které se v Rusku odehrály v
Nejdelší den – sobotu 24. června – nás přivádí ke zcela nové
plechovce červů.
Globální většina moc chce vědět, co bude dál. Podívejme se na
klíčové figurky na šachovnici.
Ministr zahraničí Sergej Lavrov kráčí na plné obrátky: připomněl
všem, že hegemonův modus operandi je podporovat pokusy o
převrat, kdykoli to může být užitečné. To se shoduje se skutečností,
že FSB aktivně vyšetřuje, zda a jak se západní zpravodajská služba
podílela na The Longest Day.
Prezident Putin nemohl být jednoznačnější:

„Oni [Západ a Ukrajina] chtěli, aby se ruští vojáci zabíjeli navzájem, aby vojáci a
civilisté umírali, aby nakonec Rusko prohrálo a naše společnost se rozpadla a
udusila krvavými občanskými nepokoji (…) Třeli jejich ruce sní o pomstě za své
neúspěchy na frontě a během takzvané protiofenzívy, ale přepočítali se.“
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Narážka na kolektivní Západ – od ministra zahraničí Anthonyho
Blinkena dolů – zběsile se snaží distancovat, i když CIA
prostřednictvím svého typického hlásného troubu, Washington Post ,
prozradila, že věděla o „vzpouře“.
Program byl bolestně zřejmý: Kyjev prohrávající na všech frontách
bude rituálně pohřben od zdi ke zdi pokrytím falešné ruské
„občanské války“.
Neexistuje žádná kuřácká zbraň – zatím. FSB však sleduje několik
vodítek, aby demonstrovala, jak byla „povstání“ vytvořena
CIA/NATO. Díky velkolepému selhání je nadcházející summit NATO
11. července ve Vilniusu ještě žhavější.
Číňané, podobně jako Lavrov, se také pustili do pronásledování:
Global Times tvrdily, že myšlenka „Wagnerova vzpoura oslabující
Putinovu autoritu je zbožným přáním Západu“, přičemž „silná
odstrašovací schopnost“ Kremlu jeho autoritu dále zvyšuje. To je
přesně čtení ruské ulice.
Číňané dospěli k závěru po zásadní návštěvě náměstka ministra
zahraničních věcí Andreje Rudenka, který v neděli 25. června
promptně odletěl do Pekingu. Takto funguje železné strategické
partnerství v praxi.
„Povstání“ jako PR trik
Pravděpodobně nejlepší vysvětlení matic a šroubů The Longest Day
zatím nabídl Rostislav Ischenko.
Globální většina se bude radovat, že Prighozinovo divadlo nakonec
nechalo kolektivní Západ omámený, zmatený a rozbitý: nemělo to
celé rozpoutat totální chaos uvnitř ruské společnosti a armády?
I když probíhala falešná, bleskurychlá „vzpoura“, Rusko pokračovalo
v bušení do kyjevských sil – které mimochodem roztočily, že hlavní
fáze „protiofenzívy“ byla zahájena přesně 24. června v noci. . To byl,
jak se dalo předpokládat, další bluf.
Zpátky do ruské ulice. „Povstání“ – zasazené do velmi spletitého
spiknutí – bylo nakonec široce interpretováno jako jen další vojenská
demonstrace (cemistrem Prighozinem, nikoli drtivou většinou
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Wagnerových vojáků). „Povstání“ se ukázalo jako západní PR trik,
série (nakonec vybledlých) obrázků pro globální spotřebu.
Ale teď se věci musí stát mnohem vážnějšími.
Lavrov znovu poukázal na roli, kterou sehrává stále zvelebovaný Le
Petit Roi, Emmanuel Macron, přímo tam se Spojenými státy:
„Macron jasně viděl ve vývoji příležitost uvědomit si hrozbu, že si
Ukrajina poradí s Ruskem. strategická rána, mantra, které se vůdci
NATO drží.“
Takže stejně jako Kyjev a kolektivní západní média, dodal Lavrov,
Macron zůstává součástí jediného „stroje“ pracujícího proti Moskvě.
To souvisí s Putinem, který o Macronově nedělní intervenci prohlásil,
že „celá západní vojenská, ekonomická a informační mašinérie se
dala do pohybu proti nám“.
A to je fakt.
Sázka na „dlouhodobou ekonomickou blokádu“
K zlověstnějším mrakům na obzoru přispívá další skutečnost.
Zatímco nikdo nedával pozor, přesně v osudných 24. a 25. června se
v Kodani konal minikongres představitelů národní bezpečnosti.
Pravděpodobně diskutovali o „míru na Ukrajině“. Předsedou nebyl
nikdo jiný než americký poradce pro národní bezpečnost Jake
Sullivan.
Setkání byly přítomny Brazílie, Německo, Velká Británie, Francie,
Itálie, Dánsko, Indie, Kanada, Saúdská Arábie, Turecko, Jižní Afrika,
Japonsko, Ukrajina – a příslovečný eurokrat nesuverénní EU.
Všimněte si většiny G7, bok po boku se třemi BRICS a dvěma
aspirujícími členy BRICS+.
„Mír na Ukrajině“ znamená v tomto kontextu tzv. 10bodový „Zelensky
mírový plán“, který implikuje totální ruskou strategickou porážku –
kompletní s obnovením Ukrajiny v hranicích z roku 1991 a
zaplacením kolosálních „reparací“ Moskvou.
Není divu, že Čína nebyla jeho součástí. Přesto tam byly tři BRICS –
říkejte jim nejslabší uzly. Budoucí členové BRICS a BRICS+ tvoří
šest „swingových států“, kterým se Hegemon bude neúnavně dvořit
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a/nebo je podrobí tvrdým hybridním válkám, aby se „chovaly“, pokud
jde o Ukrajinu: Brazílie, Indie, Jižní Afrika, Turecko, Saúdská Arábie,
a Indonésie.
Pak je tu 11.  balíček EU, který posouvá ekonomickou válku
proti Rusku na zcela novou úroveň, jak dosvědčuje úřadující stálý
zástupce při EU Kirill Logvinov.
Logvinov vysvětlil, jak „Brusel má v úmyslu zatáhnout do této války
co nejvíce zemí (…) Je zde jasný posun od neúspěšné bleskové
války, která měla údajně způsobit nenapravitelné škody Rusku, k
vícetahové hře s cílem vytvořit jakousi dlouhodobou ekonomickou
blokádu proti naší zemi.
To je nezředěné území hybridní války – a klíčovými cíli je šest
„swingových států“.
Logvinov poznamenal, že „EU vždy raději používá vydírání a nátlak.
Vzhledem k tomu, že EU zůstává pro mnoho zemí největším
hospodářským partnerem a také zdrojem investic a finančním
dárcem, má Brusel zjevně dostatek páky k vyvinutí tlaku. Očekává
se tedy, že boj EU proti obcházení sankcí bude zdlouhavý a
nekompromisní.“
Vítáme vás tedy u extrateritoriálních sankcí, uvádějících na černou
listinu společnosti ze třetích zemí ve stylu EU, které jsou „podezřelé“
z reexportu zakázaného zboží do Ruska nebo se podílejí na
obchodu s ropou, aniž by vzaly v úvahu takzvaný cenový strop ruské
ropy.
Zábava na běloruském slunci
Jaká bude mezi tolika lacinými vzrušeními další role hlavního aktéra
ve filmu Nejdelší den (a ještě předtím)? A záleží na tom?
Čínští učenci nám rádi připomínají, že v dobách čínských nepokojů –
například na konci dynastií Han a Tang – bylo důvodem vždy to, že
vojevůdci neplnili rozkazy císaře.
Janičáři   Osmanské říše – jejich tehdejší Wagner – měli chránit
sultána a vést jeho války. Skončili tím, že se rozhodli, kdo by mohl
být sultán – stejně jako legionáři Římské říše nakonec rozhodli, kdo
bude císař.

sankční
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Čínská rada je vždy prozíravá: Dejte si pozor na to, jak používáte
své vojáky. Ujistěte se, že věří tomu, za co bojují. Jinak se otočí, aby
vás kousli.
A to nás přivádí k tomu, že Prighozin znovu mění svůj příběh (je na
to specialista).
Nyní říká, že 23. až 24. června byla jen pouhá „demonstrace“ k
vyjádření své nespokojenosti. Hlavním cílem bylo prokázat převahu
Wagnera nad ruskou armádou.
Všichni o tom věděli: Wagnerovi vojáci bojují den co den již více než
10 let v Libyi, Sýrii, Středoafrické republice a na Ukrajině.
A proto se mohl pochlubit, že „Wagner postoupil o 700 km, aniž by
narazil na odpor. Pokud by je Rusko požádalo, aby vedly válku od
začátku, bylo by po tom v noci 24. února 2022.“
Prighozin také naráží na dohodu s Běloruskem – položení další mlhy
války kolem možného převodu Wagnera pod běloruskou jurisdikci.
NATO je už předem vyděšené. Očekávejte další nafouknuté
vojenské rozpočty – které budou uvaleny na summitu ve Vilniusu
příští měsíc.
V Bělorusku v Mogilevské oblasti se již staví tábory pro nejméně 8
000 bojovníků Wagner – podle „Vyorstky“ („Rozvržení“).
Skutečný příběh za tím je, že Bělorusko již
delší dobu očekávalo možný útok zuřivého
Polska. Souběžně s tím, jak poslat NATO do
extra šíleného režimu, Moskva by mohla
uvažovat o otevření nové fronty mezi Lvovem
a Kyjevem.
Wagner v Bělorusku dává naprostý smysl.
Běloruská armáda není zrovna silná. Wagner
zajišťuje ruskou západní frontu. To vyvolá v
NATO velké peklo – i obrazně řečeno, a
donutí je utrácet ještě astronomičtější částky.
A Wagner může vesele využívat letiště v
Bělorusku k provozování svých –
přeznačených – aktivit v západní Asii a Africe.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/0978813820/
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Všechno, co se stalo od The Longest Day, je součástí nového
dramatického dějového zvratu v běžící sérii – mnohem poutavější
než cokoliv, co by mohl Netflix nabídnout.
Zdá se však, že to, co většina ruského veřejného mínění skutečně
očekává, není další fraška Jízda valkýry. Očekávají vážné vyčerpání
byrokratické bažiny sovětského typu a skutečné odhodlání dovést
tuto „téměř válku“ k logickému závěru co nejrychleji.
(Opětovně publikováno z The Cradle se svolením autora nebo
zástupce)
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1. Notsofastříká:
28. června 2023 v 13:40 GMT • před 1,1 dnem • 100 slov ↑   
i’m still laughing. i don’t know why so many can’t get the joke
and like meam jojo are still dazed and confused. prigozhin
“banished” to belarus, and allowed to take his most loyal
mercenaries with him. go on, get out of russia all you bums, go
and form your own private military, completely unrelated to the
russian army or government. there, that ought to teach them!
gee, i hope these “maniacs” don’t do something horrible like, like
attack kiev, boy don’t we know what that’s like!

who said the russians don’t have a sense of humor? it’s just dry
as the artic wind and twice as cold.

2. Sonoma says:
June 28, 2023 at 2:04 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Russia under Putin has remained what it was under Yeltsin – a
looted, oligarch-run country with Putin as the figurehead. They’re
basically fighting a frozen conflict in the Ukraine having given up
much of the gains they made early in the war. They never even
stopped the flow of western arms into the Ukraine by destroying
the rail system – which means that oligarchs making money is a
higher priority than the war.

 The oligarchs who stole the wealth of the country in the 1990’s
were never kicked out and their stolen wealth never taken back.

• Agree: Pop Warner
• LOL: Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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3. Emslander says:
June 28, 2023 at 3:25 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

They expect a serious draining of the Soviet-style bureaucratic swamp, and a
real commitment to get this “almost war” to its logical conclusion as quickly as
possible.

That’s another effect of having Wagner “out of the way”. The
Russian military will now have no more excuses for executing
storming operations in critical areas, to break open the stupid
war of attrition.

• Replies: @Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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4. Constant Walker says:
June 28, 2023 at 3:41 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
“What happens in Russia” and everywhere, is the can-of-worms
gets kicked a few inches more toward the DEAD END of The
Road….itself now only a few more inches away. Meanwhile,
everybody just keeps on keepin’-on, each after their own
peculiar fashion, holding their breaths and “Waitin’ for a miracle.”

It’s hoped-for “shape” and “content” will vary some here-and-
there, but basically comes down to the widespread realization
that since even the congenital control freaks have finally lost-it,
something’s gotta give. This has given rise to a frantic
widespread wish that something/anything or somebody/anybody
will soon rush into the airless vacuum and take-over the
dangling reigns of the run-away world-wagon or blow the game-
ending horn or let loose Tesla’s technology or administer a
massive dose of MAID to put all the miserable masses at-last to
rest….anything but having to actually clean-up the mess.

Panic has set-in throughout “civilization.” Where is that daring
Young Man on the shining White Horse galloping up to leap onto
the plunging backs of the fear-blinded “leaders” and check the
team’s headlong rush to disaster? Where is The Savior striding
down from The Clouds to deal out “justice” to the wicked and
“salvation” to the righteous? Where is the magic machine that
will usher in an age of endless material abundance and free
Mankind forever from the drudgery of having to “earn a living”?
Where are those conspiracy-theorized schemes supposed to at-
least have a go at faking something along those lines? Where is
our promised Hollywoody Happy Ending to this long night of
“self”-besotted debauchery….everything Disneyland-like fresh
and new again the morning after?

Here in Indian Country us surviving Free Wild Peoples recognize
that our domesticated Human Relations do in-fact need an
“intervention.” The good-and-bad news is….this is it.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Constant+Walker
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5. Poupon Marx says:

June 28, 2023 at 4:30 pm GMT • 23.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Emslander,

That’s another effect of having Wagner “out of the way”. The Russian military
will now have no more excuses for executing storming operations in critical
areas, to break open the stupid war of attrition.

.

This war of attrition is deliberate and cunning by design. It is
waged on the cheap by Russia. The lopsided casualty rate
average since the beginning is about 7 to 1 in Russia’s favor.
Russia has used the war for development, testing, overhauls,
and revision of hardware, doctrine, and experience. Before, the
entire Russian military was structured for a DEFENSE WAR of
the Motherland. Russian fighting forces have almost never been
an invasive or expeditionary force. A war fought outside of
Russia has to be logistically structured for the long term.

The acute observer will notice the many changes within the
entire military structue, command, personnel, doctrine, and
materiel. Another benefit is the depletion of NATOs military
arsenal to next to nothing. Time has given the sanctions the
necesssary effects of severely depleting the Wests’ resources,
prosperity, economic instability, stubborn inflation, and ever
close to economic collapse.

Why rush things when your enemy is committing such wonderful
self harm and slow suicide??

• Agree: Notsofast, YetAnotherAnon, Ann Nonny Mouse,
Miro23, michael888, Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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6. Poupon Marx says:
@Sonoma
Go back to drug rehab. When you sober up, do some reading
and research instead of spewing gobbledygook.

• Replies: @one nobody
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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7. Poupon Marx says:
June 28, 2023 at 5:03 pm GMT • 22.9 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Constant Walker
Russia has saved Western Civilization before a number of times.
And this is one of them. Russian civilization has shown itself to
be superior to any of the West. Based on performance
parameters.

One ship I was on came out of the shipyard originally with a
certain brand of diesel engine generators. Despite many
revisions, modifications, they just would not perform, breaking
down, under performing, etc.

Finally, at the request of a very smart Chief Engineer, the
Company replaces them with a superb quality brand. The
difference was dramatic. Had the company listened to the man
with experience and expertise, it could have avoided letting
some nobody with just a degree sitting in an office all his life.

In the West, since WWI, WWII, Middle Beast Wars, the POLITY
DID NOT WANT WAR. If the American sheeple, Boobus
Americanus had a small amount of truthful news they would not
want the JUSA backing Ukraine.

This is a general case of Deductive Theory and Hypothesis
chasing the real world to make its dreams come true. From the
general to the specific, from the abstract to the concrete, to
Induction.

Induction simplified is this: WHAT WORKS. Deduction simplified
is WHAT SHOULD WORK A CERTAIN WAY.

If you understand this, then you can begin to get the big picture
of why and how decisions are made in our sewer Western
countries.

• Agree: Joe Levantine
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
8. Kurt Knispel says:

June 28, 2023 at 5:27 pm GMT • 22.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Russian government’s main goal is – or “must be” – to raise
peoples’ purchasing power / net income according to The Putin.
The SMO has achieved that at least for the oligarchs (aka
Jews). They have doubled their profits in the past year; same in
Jewkraine.

 Peskov recently proclaimed that the RUS gvt. also wants to
keep going with the privatization of public goods – the peoples’
properties.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

9. Pop Warner says:

There’s no smoking gun – yet. But the FSB is following several leads to
demonstrate how the “the rebellion” was set up by CIA/NATO.

We’re reaching levels of copium previously thought impossible.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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10. meamjojo says:
June 28, 2023 at 7:16 pm GMT • 20.7 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
Putin, Prigozhin and the Danger of Disorder

 June 27, 2023
 Thomas L. Friedman

The events playing out in Russia feel like the trailer for the next
James Bond movie: Vladimir Putin’s ex-chef/ex-
cyberhacker/recent mercenary army leader, Yevgeny V.
Prigozhin, goes rogue.

Prigozhin, a character straight out of “Dr. No,” leads a convoy of
ex-convicts and soldiers of fortune on a madcap dash to seize
the Russian capital, shooting down a few Russian military
helicopters along the way. They meet so little resistance that
the internet is full of pictures of his mercenaries waiting
patiently in line to buy coffee: “Hey, could you put a lid on
that? I don’t want it to spill on my tank!”

But then, just as suddenly, as Prigozhin’s men got within 120
miles of Moscow, he apparently caught wind that his convoy on
the open highway would be sitting ducks to a determined air
attack. So Prigozhin opted for a plea bargain, arranged by the
president of Belarus, and called off his revolution — sorry, didn’t
mean it, I was just trying to point out some problems with the
Russian Army — and everyone called it a day.

It’s still not clear if the stone-hearted Putin conveyed any direct
threat to his old pal Prigozhin, but as Putin’s former bag man,
Prigozhin clearly wasn’t taking any chances. With good reason.
As the ever-helpful president of Belarus, where Prigozhin
reportedly surfaced on Tuesday, said, the Russian president told
him that he wanted to kill his traitorous mercenary commander,
to “squash him like a bug.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=meamjojo
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Like the sinister Ernst Stavro Blofeld, the Bond villain who
leads the international criminal syndicate SPECTRE and
was often seen petting his white cat while plotting mayhem,
Putin is often seen at his 20-foot-long white table, with
visitors usually seated at the far end, where, you suspect, a
trapdoor waits, ready to swallow anyone who gets out of
line.

 …
 https://www.nytimes.com/2023/06/27/opinion/putin-russia-

ukraine.html

• LOL: Notsofast
• Replies: @Notsofast, @Punchthem, @Wokechoke
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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11. Notsofast says:
June 28, 2023 at 7:27 pm GMT • 20.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx

Boobus Americanus had a small amount of truthful news they would not want
the JUSA backing Ukraine.

i find myself thinking this same thought, many, many times. what
i have come to realize, is that most of my fellow americans i talk
to, after a brief conversation, actually agree with me on ukraine
and israel but look around nervously before telling me, they feel
much the same way. let’s face facts the mockingbird media,
serves the purpose of the new big brother cheka, telling us what
we think, if we know what’s good for us. we’re not as boobus, as
they want us to think. of course, i am a thought criminal, as all
who attempt to exercise their so-called first amendment rights
are, after all the constitution was written by a bunch white
supremacist, slave raping, terrorists. obviously, we must totally
eradicate all reference and influence of these fucking proto
nazis, by burning the constitution to the ground (except for the
14th amendment, of course).

america is patty hearst, poor clueless heiress to the yellow kid,
kidnapped and brutally stockholmize, holding an uzi on the
world. please notice her finger, is not on the trigger, as she has
no idea, what she is doing.

• Replies: @Emslander
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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12. Constant Walker says:
June 28, 2023 at 8:05 pm GMT • 19.9 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
So what exactly is it about “Western Civilization” that renders it
having to be “saved” time-and-again by Russia? What exactly is
it about Russia that has it time-and-again coming to the rescue
of an apparently foundering “Western Civilization”? What exactly
is the essential nature of “civilization” itself, as discernible in its
actual effects in and upon the LivingLoving Arrangement of
Earth and Sky? Does the supposedly uniquely “Russian”
variation differ in that respect in any significant way from any
other, and if so how specifically?

From here in Indian Country these are things worth wondering-
about, and worth devoting some precious attention-to….so as to
get some sense of “WHAT WORKS” as mutually beneficial
responses to the actual effects of these things here….which
Poupon Marx will likely concede are far from consistently
salubrious. In-fact, we don’t waste precious attention on
speculations about what-ifs and might-bes. Our domesticated
Human Relations indulge in more than enough of that.

We do see that failing to look into the essential nature of
“civilization” for-instance, and instead taking its propaganda and
p.r. as “truthful,” those who are effectively confined within its
“field” are time-and-again completely and disastrously blind-
sided when some of its far from salubrious characteristics erupt
into their own lives….rather than staying limited to areas of the
LivingLoving Arrangement they try to keep safely fenced-off from
those lives.

It sure looks to us like the “performance parameters” standard
has not been rigorously applied to the actual over-all
performance of the “civilization” contraption itself. It looks like the
many destructive aspects of that performance are generally
viewed not as inherent features of the thing, but are instead

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Constant+Walker
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regularly excused and explained-away as various sorts of
“human error.” Frankly, that makes no sense whatsoever to us,
even though we can see clearly how and why the “decisions” to
do that are made.

Poupon Marx is welcome to induce and/or deduce from that
whatever “works” and/or “should work.” Us surviving Free Wild
Peoples belonging with and to the Free Wild LivingLoving
Arrangement of Earth and Sky will keep on being what we do
and doing what we are, as components of their natural immune
system.

• Agree: gay troll
• Replies: @Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
13. Wokechoke says:

June 28, 2023 at 9:21 pm GMT • 18.6 hours ago • 800 Words   ↑
From a comment in MOA

Prigo was bought and recruited by Western and Ukrainian
intelligence during or before the battle of Bakhmut. During the
battle he and/or his handlers decided to use Wagner PMC as a
tool against the Russian State – to weaken it and to create
command paralysis at the right moment.

 
[MORE]
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14. gay troll says:
June 28, 2023 at 9:49 pm GMT • 18.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Constant Walker

Where is that daring Young Man on the shining White Horse galloping up to
leap onto the plunging backs of the fear-blinded “leaders” and check the
team’s headlong rush to disaster? Where is The Savior striding down from
The Clouds to deal out “justice” to the wicked and “salvation” to the righteous?

Where is Pahana?

• Replies: @Constant Walker
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
15. Notsofast says:

@meamjojo

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/w772GXG5LnE

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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16. Notsofast says:
@Notsofast
*arctic

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
17. Notsofast says:

June 28, 2023 at 10:28 pm GMT • 17.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Constant Walker
obviously you have fallen, for the same bullshit that the russians
have in the past. why, oh why, do they see themselves as part of
the west? well this may just be the time, the russians finally get
it. they are part of the east, fuck the west, let them simmer in
their own western shit sauce, a fine turd bouillabaisse, that the
french cook better than anyone, but the u.s. turns out in
industrial quantities.

imho russia is done with the west.

• Agree: Joe Levantine
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
18. gay troll says:

Time to get a day job Pepe.

• Agree: Pop Warner
• Troll: Ann Nonny Mouse, mulga mumblebrain
• Replies: @Zachary Smith
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
19. Wokechoke says:

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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20. Wokechoke says:
@Notsofast
Russia is perhaps 30 river cities and three ports.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
21. June 29, 2023 at 4:16 am GMT • 11.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑

Former CIA Larry Johnson concluded this was a Russian
political stunt that got slightly out of control, but there was no
coup attempt. Just jerking NATO’s chain. He said if Prigozhin
was trying to overthrow Putin, he’d be dead by now.

I don’t like long videos but this is the best summary I’ve seen of
America’s current situation.

https://rumble.com/v2wpxik-living-in-a-coup-with-massive-
election-rigging-and-war-martin-armstrong.html

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

22. jorge videla says:
have any suggested the prigozhin coup attempt was staged to
start a purge ala the one following kirov’s assassination?

• Agree: RadicalCenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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23. Constant Walker says:
June 29, 2023 at 4:28 am GMT • 11.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@gay troll
There are those in Hopi who could say exactly where “Pahana”
is. Somebody there might well do just that one of these Days.

Meantime, the revolving stage where various “civilized” versions
of The End Times are playing-out for the edification of the
several audiences making up what some wannabe demigods
might like to think is the immediately-pre post-human population,
is a “wheel still in spin.” It looks like they will each in-turn have
their chance to fool all of The People all of the time. When they
all have inevitably failed miserably, All of us will see finally just
exactly what IS what here….and always has been. In that
moment will also be revealed of-course what actually ain’t and
never was.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
24. Zane says:

Robert Ludlum could’ve gotten at least three thrillers out of the
recent events in Russia. The Wagner Conspiracy. The Wagner
Ultimatum. The Putin Apocalypse.

Mr Ludlum’s sense of suspense is sadly missed by this
commenter, for one.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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25. Zachary Smith says:
June 29, 2023 at 4:53 am GMT • 11.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑

Wagner in Belarus makes total sense. The Belarussian Army is not exactly
strong. Wagner secures Russia’s western front.

I see two problems with this proposal. First, The Belarussian
Economy isn’t exactly strong either, and Wagner has probably
been drawing some really substantial wages. I can imagine a lot
of resentment from the regular Belarussian Army if conscripts
there learn they’re making a small fraction of the wages of the
mercenaries

Secondly, Wagner’s rebellion will make them untrustworthy for
any prospective employers with a lick of sense. Small unit work
in far-away places may be their future, if even that.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

26. Zachary Smith says:
@gay troll
This essay surely has some issues, but I consider it to be a bit of
masterful analysis when compared with another one on this site.

https://www.unz.com/proberts/putin-shoots-himself-in-the-head/

THAT one is just awful.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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27. Constant Walker says:
June 29, 2023 at 4:57 am GMT • 11.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Notsofast
Maybe notsofast could re-read the above comment 12,
supposedly being responded-to here in 17. Nowhere there does
this Old Man even vaguely suggest anything about Russia being
“part of the west.”

Or maybe notsofast could direct those feces-filled objections to
Poupon Marx instead, whose comment 7 did make some
specific assertions about ongoing relations between Russia and
“Western Civilization.” This Old Indian only posed some
questions raised by those assertions, and invited Poupon Marx
(who has so-far not responded) to elaborate upon them.

• Replies: @bike-anarkist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
28. Anonymous[301] • Disclaimer says:

June 29, 2023 at 5:31 am GMT • 10.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
One important lesson for both Russia and the God-fearing world
is how the Chechens immediately stood up to protect the
motherland and her leader. These are brave and honorable
people.

I’ve seen on Telegram channels were Chechen military
commanders make it clear to Chechen soldiers that this is a
battle against the Godlessness of the Globohomo West.

29. LarryD3 says:
@Poupon Marx
Agree. No problem for Russia so long as the other side suffers
more from a “war of attrition.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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30. ghali says:
June 29, 2023 at 5:49 am GMT • 10.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
I doubt that the CIA have had foreknowledge of the “Mutiny”.
The Russian Army was. It was the reason Wagner has been
denied heavy arms. Shoigu and Gerasimov knew it and allowed
it to conclude in favour of Moscow and Minsk.

 Brazil, India, Saudi Arabia and Turkey are not to be trusted. All
are ruled by corrupt U.S. stooges subservient to Western
dictates. Noone should trust Lula, or the Neo-fascist Modi and
Erdogan. They are the scums of the Earth. Let’s hope Russia
can see that.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

31. Dumbo says:
June 29, 2023 at 5:57 am GMT • 10.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Sonoma
“America under Biden has remained what it was under Bush – a
looted, oligarch-run country with Biden as the figurehead.
They’re basically fighting a frozen conflict in the Ukraine – which
means that oligarchs, Jews and BlackRock making money is a
higher priority than the war.

 The oligarchs who stole the wealth of the country in 2008 were
never kicked out and their stolen wealth never taken back.”

See? Fixed that for you.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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32. JWalters says:
June 29, 2023 at 6:43 am GMT • 9.2 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Wokechoke
Thanks. This scenario seems realistic to me. I would add a few
points.

First, I don’t think Prigohzin would have undertaken such a
military operation merely as a demonstration”. It has too high a
risk of turning deadly. For example, Scott Ritter has reported that
Prighozin was told that he and his 2000 troops in Rostov-on-Don
were surrounded by 20,000 special forces who would kill him
and his troops that night if he did not back down and accept
Putin’s terms and offer.

Similarly, Putin and his advisors would not have engaged in
such a high risk operation for some deceptive purpose. Again,
there would be the risk of such an operation turning deadly, and
they got nothing of significance from it. As The Duran pointed
out, the Russians want stability, especially in this time of war, not
some crazy, risky theatrics.

I think there are good reasons to suspect this was instigated by
the West. The Duran reported that stories had been appearing in
the British press predicting a rebellion in Russia led by Prigohzin
and the Wagner group. That looks like a possible MI6 operation.
On a related note, Max Blumenthal has reported on how the
Western media exploded with an orgy celebrating the rebellion
as soon as Prigohzin made his moved, as if they were primed
and ready to launch their PR assault. Also on the information
front, there are reports that Prigohzin had fairly recent contacts
with Western intelligence.

Second, Scott Ritter reported that the FSB broke up Ukrainian
terror cells in Moscow before they could start setting off
explosions to coincide with Prigohzin’s troop advances. That
indicates some serious planning.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JWalters
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Third, there were NATO air force exercises in Europe, reported
on Redacted. These would have made a formidable air strike
capability available, allegedly to support the “rebellion of the
Russian people”, and destroy weapons factories inside Russia.

But when the terror attacks in Moscow failed to materialize,
Prigohzin had to quickly change his plans, change his story, and
capitulate.

I suspect most of the world has been impressed by how
promptly and cleanly Putin stamped out this NATO coup attempt.
Blinken’s denials belong in the same trash can as his denials
about the West’s Nordstream pipeline sabotage.

I hope the Russian people appreciate not only Putin’s systematic
approach to the war with the US via Ukraine, but also his
victories on the global diplomatic front, where his honesty,
fairness, and humaneness are in stark contrast to the dishonesty
and thievery of the Western oligarchy pirates.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
33. Punchthem says:

@meamjojo
Halucinating again?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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34. zenmaster says:
June 29, 2023 at 7:30 am GMT • 8.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx

‘Russian civilization has shown itself to be superior.’

I guess that would explain why Russia is a leading contender,if
not the world champion when it comes to alcoholic liver disease
amongst it’s people………

• Replies: @Trumpeter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
35. zenmaster says:

@Poupon Marx
@Poupon Marx

Don’t take it too personally because it is very common(in varying
degrees)and a major major part of the human problem but you
stating that Russian civilization is superior only reveals your own
‘superiority complex’ to those at least,that understand fully the
meaning of life.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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36. zenmaster says:
June 29, 2023 at 8:03 am GMT • 7.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Notsofast
‘why oh why do they see themselves as part of the west’.

That may have something to do with Russia being the worlds
biggest country in the ‘Eur’asian land mass.

How can Russia with it’s several time zones possibly not see
themselves as western and eastern at the same time when they
are clearly both?.

Apart from that i agree.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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37. PetrOldSack says:
June 29, 2023 at 8:05 am GMT • 7.9 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Wokechoke
One plausible scenario is yours, to be added to the following:

Russia and Putin had no grip on how far the loyalty of Wagner
soldiers would play out abroad. Is Wagner or not at hoc, a
pertinent tool for Russian power projection else-where on the
globe? Is this the reason for the weak approach to the crisis?
Crushing Wagner, the Russia guarantee brand, decisively, hard
and short, with the conviction of “can do” would have been the
normal sain finalee. Why the meek approach other then the fear
for popular civil war, was it not elite dissent?

This further translates to the whole of the Ukraine approach:
SMO, either “bravoure” over-confident to test and try military
capacities, as some commenters mentioned, or soft-core porn,
to attend to the riches of the Moskou courts [mostly Jew, Jew
inspired, oligarch, elite, name it as you wish].

My take, Putin is still maneuvering out of the hold he started his
career in. Yes he is some-how always a step ahead, his loyalty
to his own plans for Russia are not questionable, his vision
globally is not, but his immediate circles are magnetized by
personal ambitions and gains. A Prigozhin should never have
ended up into the position where his theater act was even
conceivable.

Nabiullina is another accident in the making on the Moskou side.

In a sense, complex societies, globalism of resources, and
production, migrations, enforced Jew dominance [mindsets,
projections, concepts] are present as much @Moskou as
@Washington and @London. The reason is simple, yet opaque:
Jew identity, Jew group loyalties transgress borders, concepts
as nation states are as retarded as doormats. That is where
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Douglas Macgregor is wrong, retracting into territorial borders,
as in US territorial borders is nostalgia. Power entities do not
consist and are confined within territorial borders. Identity and
group collective identities must on the contrary transgress
nation-states and borders to be effective. Corporations,
International Jew alignments, are the better examples. Such an
alternative group only would offer lean-back to the International
Jew power nucleus, by defining a distinct and better projection of
principle and long term goals. A Renaissance for the Globe.

The Chinese, will run into the same problems of military
capitalism on the Western side, globalism must be in some form
or other. All phenomena point to this. A minor example: the
bought and sold times over EU corps of elites, administrators,
and corporate actors, almost never seen as the obvious
outcome of globalism [any globalism]. “Every-body is some-
body’s whore” is only stable and un-inhibited in free flux when
“some-body” is at the center.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
38. Commentator Mike says:

@Wokechoke
Sounds too elaborate, and that this could have been planned
without the Russian authorities having an inkling of it. At the
most Prigozhin is a double agent with full knowledge of those
who need to know.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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39. Odyssey says:
June 29, 2023 at 8:23 am GMT • 7.6 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
There is an interesting sentence from Pepe:

The Ottoman Empire’s Janissaries – their Wagner at the time – were meant to
protect the Sultan and fight his wars. They ended up deciding who could be
Sultan – as much as Roman Empire legionaries ended up deciding who would
be Emperor.

What do the two cases have in common? In both cases, Serbs
are involved. Janissaries were Islamicized kidnapped Serbian
boys and represented an elite army due to their physical
abilities. Many also became grand viziers (prime ministers),
ministers, generals and admirals of the army.

In another case, the Roman Republic became an empire when it
made a deal with the Serbs, with whom it had been at war for a
hundred years, whereby the Serbs, the first outside Rome,
received Roman citizenship and the Empire got elite recruits
who became the empire’s iron fist. Dozens of Serbian emperors
were launched by military acclamation to be emperors –
Diocletian, Constantine, Maximinus, Licinius, Galerius, Thrax (8
feet tall), etc. They were decisive in early Christianity where they
first persecuted Christians (e.g. St George) and then legalized
Christianity.

Are there any in Ukraine? In fact, the previous name of Ukraine
was SlavenoSerbia (and New Serbia) with the capital Bakhmut.
And the current name (‘borderland’) was created after the name
of the Serb soldiers of the former Military Krajina (‘borderland’)
(from the Carpathians to the Adriatic Sea) who defended Europe
from the Ottomans and who, after the dissolution of that Krajina,
settled in today’s Ukraine.They also produced several generals
who distinguished themselves in the war against Napoleon.
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It would be fair to return the original name (New Serbia) to that
area instead of ‘Ukraine’ after the end of the military operations.
I don’t know if that will be the request of the Serbs who are
currently in Wagner.

• Replies: @RadicalCenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
40. GMC says:

@Notsofast
I think of it as an Attitude Adjustment too. Every now and then a
Government needs one of those.
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41. zenmaster says:
June 29, 2023 at 9:46 am GMT • 6.2 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
@Poupon Marx

Russian civilization has shown itself to be superior to any of the
West.’

I dont like to play spiritually immature games of seperation and
superiority but if I did I would say that in one respect at least,the
U.S.A is more ‘civilised’ than Russia becaue it has a 6%
vegetarian population against Russias truly truly awful 1%.

And to me India would take the Egolympic gold in the civilization
competion world wide with a 24% vegetarian population.

Clearly Russia has some learning to do in the ‘civilization
games’ and I would travel to India over Russia any time with me
also regarding cows as sacred and me having much more of a
chance of meeting brothers and sisters in kind

• Thanks: PetrOldSack
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
42. Liborio Guaso says:

Russia simply showed another way to resolve a political conflict,
without turning it into an occasion for an electoral spectacle, nor
into a new possibility for a family business.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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43. Сергей Гончаров says:
June 29, 2023 at 10:00 am GMT • 6.0 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
“Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov is cutting to the chase: he has
reminded everyone that the Hegemon’s modus operandi is to
back coup attempts whenever it can benefit. This dovetails with
the fact that the FSB is actively investigating whether and how
Western intel was involved in The Longest Day.”

 Whatever the problem it is always the West is guilty. It is
laughable both to read Lavrov and Pepe attempts to read tea
leaves. I really love these “experts”.

 It has been known since ancient times that mercenaries as a
part of military is always present a danger. The structure of
Russian army that deploys various mercenaries detachments is
backward and clearly has potential for exactly such events given
personal qualities of the leaders of those detachments. The
conflict between Prigozhin on one hand and Shoigu/ Gerasimov
had been brewing for months before coming to this and what did
the great multi dimension chess player was doing? Nothing.
There is no doubt that Western intelligence is not involved and
all causes are internal. Prigozhin is wealthy self sufficient man
with own resources and nasty criminal habits. I have been
writing for months that having Prigozhin i this close to power at
the head of military force is huge mistake. It is huge mistake to
use mercenaries too as they are the most prone of mutinies and
are mostly loyal to their commanders. What however is
interesting what this attempt of mutiny has shown. That no one
will stand up for Putin and his cabal of thieves. Even his national
guard, police whoever he pays so handsomely to use against
people to keep power and all those stolen Soviet assets, they all
vanished when Wagners was approaching. More than that. I
have been reading that Wagners guys were cheered by
population in Rostov. There was no fear and there was no
support for Putin and his regime. Basically the outward view of
this regime being stable is only because there is no real
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challenge to it, and regime is doing everything to ensure that this
situation stands. It dumb down population via propaganda, lies
and machinations. It uses various tricks to divide and separate
population and opposition, uses election tricks and so forth so
on. But events has shown that internally regime is weak and has
no real support. If similar thing would happened under banners
of return of people Soviet power, socialism, just society,
nationalization and confiscation of stolen assets and resources
and so forth so on, there might have been different outcome.
Prigozhin after all is not communist but just one of the same
characters who has been close to power and benefited from it.
But Caesar he is not. Most probably all those billions in his
pocket made him change his mind. People with a lot to lose
financially never make good leaders neither of such mutinies or
as a leaders of state.

44. Realist says:
@Sonoma

The oligarchs who stole the wealth of the country in the 1990’s were never
kicked out and their stolen wealth never taken back.

That would be the first thing a reconstructed country would do…
strange. But the US is guilty of the same.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
45. Realist says:

@Emslander
None of this would have happened if Putin had committed to
winning the war quickly and decisively.
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46. Realist says:
@Poupon Marx
You are making excuses for ineptitude.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
47. one nobody says:

@Poupon Marx
Max Poop… there you go again projecting on others. You are
nothing more than a behind the keyboard coward and smelly
windbag.

 Let others have their opinion without your self inflated
importance polluting this space.

 STFU because nobody cares about what you have to say.
Understood deckhand?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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48. Anonymous[309] • Disclaimer says:
June 29, 2023 at 10:51 am GMT • 5.1 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
There is an old Russian saying that captures an old Russian
belief: “If the Tzar knew, this would not happen.”

The belief is that the Tzar is surrounded by advisors who use
their stations to enrich themselves at the expense of the Tzar
and Russia’s base population, “the people” (as opposed to the
animals, vegetables, and rock, I suppose.)

Prighozin’s recent actions fit into the above Russian belief.
Prighozin was only trying to tell the Tzar (now Putin, acting as
Tzar) how badly he had been deceived, and demonstrating how
badly by showing that the Russian Army was ineffective and, by
implication, that the Russian State was ineffective at raising and
maintaining an army.

Simple as that.

The 1917 revolution became much more likely when the factory
floor workers in St. Petersburg, a quarter of a million of them
and, being about 76% illiterate, were organized to demand
government amelioration of high mortality living and working
conditions. (https://www.britannica.com/place/St-Petersburg-
Russia/Evolution-of-the-modern-city) The situation was so bad,
and the use of military force against the workers on such a
scale, that the workers believed that the Tzar really did know,
therefore was evil, therefore the Imperial Russian government
had no legitimacy and must be replaced.

That’s why Putin is handling the Prighozin affair so cautiously.
He knows, or had better for him know, that the Russian
population believes that the Tsar has been informed by a loyal
and risk taking subordinate. The Tsar must now either act on the
information or be widely perceived as illegitimate, and his
government as well (and presumably his little dog, too).
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Foundation myths are amazingly influential. Consider the Old
Testament story about the time that the Jews talked the men in
an entire town into Circumcising themselves and converting to
Judaism. The then waited a bit while the wounds became
debilitated, then killed everybody in the town. This set the
standard for treatment of outsiders in that particular religion, and
we can still see something similar today with the Trans emphasis
on castrating or spaying children.

And you can still see it the emphasis on treachery today in the
comment stream at unz.com. The comment stream assumes
raw pursuit of power backed by treachery, and forgets the end of
the USSR, for example, which really did run on treachery and
power until Stalin died, renounced that afterwards, then ran on
inertia for about 3 decades until it coasted to a stop.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

49. Wokechoke says:
@meamjojo
These Jewish writers were ready to cheer on Progozhid as he
seized power in Moscow.
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50. RadicalCenter says:
June 29, 2023 at 11:18 am GMT • 4.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Constant Walker
Your “Surviving free wild peoples” are lazy, typically intellectually
limited, overwhelmingly languishing on welfare, even more
obese than other “americans”, disproportionately drunkards or
drug abusers, and unusually prone to sexual offenses against
girls.

They don’t respect each other, they don’t much like to work, they
won’t move to where jobs and opportunities are, and they rob
neighboring white/hispanic communities blind (many many a
stolen vehicle ends up on the rez). So your sanctimony about
your free wild peoples is largely nonsense.

You’re stuck with the rest of us unless you find a way to leave
the country entirely and settle elsewhere. Which is not a bad
idea.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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51. Wokechoke says:

@Сергей Гончаров
Ukraine’s tanks were expected to be in Melitopol by now.
Prigozhid was under orders to attack Putin at the appointed
time. No tanks in Melitopol…He went ahead anyway expecting
support in Moscow.
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52. Wokechoke says:
@JWalters
I thought Prigozhin had been turned when I saw his video of a
puke of a Russian corpses in Bakhmut.

 Who crows and does histrionics over the bodies of his own
boys? A traitor.

Prigozhid should be shot.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
53. Emslander says:

June 29, 2023 at 11:28 am GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Notsofast

let’s face facts the mockingbird media, serves the purpose of the new big
brother cheka, telling us what we think, if we know what’s good for us. we’re
not as boobus, as they want us to think. of course

My painful experience with the average NBC-watching American
indicates that they prefer, almost to the point of personal
violence, NOT to know anything. Knowledge is indeed power,
but power is too hard. The pink ooze streaming in around them
feels so warm and soft.
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54. GMC says:
June 29, 2023 at 11:37 am GMT • 4.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
I can agree with much of your synopsis about this scenario. The
older Russian people to me, were molded into One during the
Soviet times, and I mean really molded. Moscow knows that it
has a big big following no matter what happens and their place
is secure because of this. I remember reading that the real
Russia won’t be seen until the old Sovoks are gone and a new
generation takes over, but that can be said about most
countries. United Russia isn’t going anywhere, no matter how
much dirt is dragged up from the past. President Putin and
Compania saved Russia from the Western Hordes and it matters
little to the old Sovoks if he has 1 billion or 100 billion – he saved
them and Russia.

 Russia is for Russians and they make it perfectly clear.

I don’t think Humans will ever be able to evolve into what we –
should be able to achieve when it comes to intelligence, logic,
freedoms, inner and outer peace etc. etc. etc. as long as we
have so many negative interferences, manipulations and the
syndicates working against the people. There always seems to
be a force ready to stop this next transition into the natural
assent to more intelligence and peaceful coexistence. My 2
rubles worth.

• Agree: PetrOldSack
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55. RadicalCenter says:
June 29, 2023 at 11:38 am GMT • 4.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Odyssey
The Janissaries (“Yeniçeri”, or new soldier) were not only Serb
but also Christians of Greek, Albanian, Bulgarian, Croatian, and
other SE European / Balkan backgrounds.

Fair or not, Serbs will be lucky just to keep the territory they still
have (without Kosovo). Serbs do not have children much, so
they are an aged and further aging people, I.e. they have a high
median age that’s still rising.

Since 1995, the median age in Serbia has risen from 34 to
nearly 42!

 In the same span of 28 years, the population has dropped from
9.9 million to 8.7 million.

Given a total fertility rate under 1.5 and a dearth of women of
safe childbearing age, there likely will be fewer than 7 million
Serbs in Serbia just twenty years from now.

Russia, with its own dire fertility problem, may not be able or
willing to save Serbs 20 years from now if Turkey decides to
make a big push in favor of the Albanians/Kosovars.

It’s great to have pride in being Serbian or proud/bitter about
their conscription as Janissaries 300 to 500 years ago. But
anything more than barely surviving constitutes a delusion of
grandeur for Serbs at this point. Like many European and
Balkan “White” peoples.

• Replies: @Odyssey
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56. frankie p says:
June 29, 2023 at 11:53 am GMT • 4.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Two Russian MoD aircraft were shot down (an Mi-8 helicopter
and an IL-22) by the Wagner column.”

This fact remains, and the pilots of those aircraft and their
surviving families need retribution against

 Prigozhin. Cutting him a deal where he walks away free doesn’t
honor the dead pilots who gave their lives for Russia. This is an
ugly stain on the Russian government.

Prigozhin was protesting the break up of the Wagner forces. The
government wanted to integrate the Wagner fighters into the
Russian military. This would make no money for Prigozhin.

He had better watch his step. I figure the next time he pushes
back, he dies.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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57. one nobody says:
June 29, 2023 at 11:56 am GMT • 4.0 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
Max Poop, as usual, a two dimensional analysis from a
lightweight bully.

 Ukraine is one battle of a wider war. One pebble on a global
“Go” board, where taking your opponents ability to move is the
goal.

 Ukraine is not there to drain the West, it is there to keep the
West from controlling the World. You know smartass, to control
the world, you control Eurasia, to control Eurasia you control
Ukraine. That’s why the colonial masters are throwing everything
at it. Again, Ukraine is one pebble on the world’s Go board.
What do I mean? you ask. Pay attention deckhand:

 1. Jammie Diamond’s visit to China, one week before Blinken.
Diamond talks amicable reserve currency divorce, talks win-win.
Assures China that the Colonial Masters are also America’s
enemy. Blinken goes to China beging for an audience with Xi to
find out what happened. Gets one in exchange for reiterating the
“One China” policy, publicly. Colonial Masters are unhappy order
Biden to insult Xi.

 2. China encouraging Egypt to renegotiate its huge debt with the
Internationl Mother Funders, and insists that the IMF takes an
unprecedented haircut. China will underwrite Egypt’s debt. Egypt
offers 20% investment in the Suez Canal. Who invests in the
Suez Canal? China? On the map, this is the North entrance to
the Red sea. Another “Go” pebble on the board of frustrating
hegemonic maritime power.

 3. Yemen’s war is over, China to aid reconstruction with a new
port, this is at the southern entrance of the Red Sea. Another Go
pebble on the board.

 4. From the article, new ME energy distribution hub. Oil
producers are starting to go downstream and are controlling
distribution. Another pebble on the Energy “Go” board.
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5. Uganda signs letters of intent with China to extract the newly
discovered gold deposit estimated at 1 trillion. Another pebble
on the boaed of the new Gold and Commodities based world
order.

 6. China announces investments in the Palestinian West Bank in
return for guarantees Palestinians will not attack Israel. Another
“Go” pebble on the board to deactivate Israel as a colonial
foothold in the ME.

 5. Expect an attempted regime change operation in European
capitals and in 2024.

 Why do you think, this shit show is being documented world
wide. Russia is not embarrassed about anther MI666, 007 script,
instead Russia is signaling the gloves are off. After all, which
population, hungry and cold next winter, will be ready for a
revolt? This is how you look at Ukraine without the clichés of “let
your enemy make mistakes…. blah blah blah. I could go on, but
I risk overloading you weak circuitry.

 Next time you feel superior to someone’s posting remember, I’ll
be watching you and I will embarasse you again in front of
everyone you childish prick.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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58. Odyssey says:
June 29, 2023 at 12:18 pm GMT • 3.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RadicalCenter
The largest number of Janissaries were Serbs due to their
superior physical constitution. Greeks and Albanians were not
warriors (the latter were Muslims and the Janissaries were
mostly kidnapped Christian children). There were no Croats
while Bulgarians are also mostly genetically Serbs. No pride
here, just stating the facts. I wrote about history, including the
Roman Empire, and we can talk about the present when the
topic arises. There are a lot of your correct asertions, and the
news is that the birth rate of Muslim Albanians has also dropped
drastically (plus large emigration) because there are no longer
large social benefits like there were under Serbian rule
(Americans are not so generous), where they lived like parasites
with ten or so children and were effectively the cancer of Serbian
society.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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59. The seventh column says:

“and a real commitment to get this “almost war” to its logical
conclusion as quickly as possible.”

I thought that Kremlinistas saw time was on their side…
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60. Commentator Mike says:
June 29, 2023 at 12:29 pm GMT • 3.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
If Wagner moved fast then the Chechens moved even faster.
Still, how do we know that further down the line the Chechens
may not stage a rebellion too?

Both Wagner and the Chechens have been promoted by the
media but are they really the formidable fighters who have done
the heavy lifting in this war? It could be that they’re reaping the
glory but that those most responsible for Russia’s success in the
war so far have been the unassuming LDNR militias and the
Cossacks we hardly ever hear anything about. Appearances
may be deceptive, and perhaps it is good that it should be so.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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61. Tikkun Tuchus says:

“What Happens in Russia After the Longest Day?”

Nothing! Perhaps, business as usual?
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62. Trumpeter says:
June 29, 2023 at 1:05 pm GMT • 2.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@zenmaster
Zenmaster @34

 People who live in Fentanyl houses should not throw stones.
The Ruskies who have liver damage just lived long enough to
have liver damage. Beats dying of fentanyl overdose right away.

PS: It’s not where the holes are in the planes that come back
that need fixing, it the holes in the planes that don’t come back
that need fixing.

• Replies: @zenmaster
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63. Joe Levantine says:
June 29, 2023 at 1:54 pm GMT • 2.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Constant Walker
[Where is The Savior striding down from The Clouds to deal out
“justice” to the wicked and “salvation” to the righteous?]

A legitimate question that I had already pondered about back in
2015 when I finally thought that if God’s will does not crush the
rampant evil, meaning the great reset of Schwab and his
Western oligarchic handlers driving humanity into the dystopian
world of Aldous Huxley and George Orwell, than it is no use
believing anymore in salvation. But then God has His ways and
knows how to foul evil’s plans by anointing someone to act as
his punishing hand and it looks like the choice fell upon the only
remaining Christian nation that matters which is Russia. That
Russia had endured and survived the crushing boots of the
atheists who fanatically and ruthlessly pursued their aim of
eradicating Christianity in Russia, should give us a clue about
what Indians call Karma.

Charle Martel was called the hammer of God after he
successfully defended Europe from the Muslim Arab and Moore
invasion. Maybe Putin will be the wrath of God against the new
infidels.

But then I caution you not to take the metaphors and symbolism
of the gospel literally for that is a Protestant specialty. Give it ten
years from today and we will see.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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64. Desert Fox says:
June 29, 2023 at 1:57 pm GMT • 2.0 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
The war in the Ukraine was caused by the neocon / communist
led coup in 2014 by the zionist/communist Nuland and her
communist cohorts and this is a typical zionist war just like Iraq,
Afghanistan, Libya , Syria, Yemen, Yugoslavia, etc., except, this
time they have met their match in a world class nuclear power
Russia and this is where the zionists have met their Waterloo.

The recent wars in the middle east were brought about by the
Israeli and traitors at the highest levels of the ZUS governments
attack on the WTC on 911 and blamed on the muslims to give
the excuse to destroy the middle east for Israels greater Israel
agenda, killing millions of men, women and children in the
process, zionists are destroyers of nations and humanity and
they are destroying America.

Russia is the defender of Christians everywhere in the world and
God bless Putin and the Russian people.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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65. Avery says:
June 29, 2023 at 1:59 pm GMT • 2.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
{I’ve seen on Telegram channels were Chechen military
commanders make it clear to Chechen soldiers that this is a
battle against the Godlessness of the Globohomo West.}

Chechens are smart enough to understand that if anything
happens to Russia and Chechnya is cast aside, the GloboWest
will come in and LGBTQ+++ them: they know they cannot fight
against it with their small numbers. They will lose their religion,
their ancestral traditions, their traditional roles of men and
women…….everything. They will cease being Chechens. That’s
why 1,000s have left Chechnya and have volunteered to fight
the GloboWest so far away from their homes. They know as
long as Russia is intact, they will have their Chechnya as-is.
(Chechens run Chechnya fully, and Moscow lets them.)

I am a little surprised how well Chechen leaders understand the
real agenda of GloboSorosaWest.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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66. bike-anarkist says:

@Constant Walker
Some of these commenters are spooked by your presence.

 I see a similarity to the dynamic behind Linh Dinh and the
spooked.
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67. Anonymous[381] • Disclaimer says:
June 29, 2023 at 2:19 pm GMT • 1.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Chinese advice is always prescient: Beware of how you use
your soldiers. Make sure they believe in what they’re fighting for.
Otherwise, they’ll turn around to bite you.”

Ha! Except in the homo USA where the US military is ready and
willing to obey every command of the globalist perverts who run
the US government.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

68. follyofwar says:
June 29, 2023 at 2:21 pm GMT • 1.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Notsofast
So far, US-run NATO has been reluctant to take the war into
Russia proper, though I know a few missiles have been fired and
unsuccessful incursions have taken place in border towns. But
would the same reluctance apply to Belarus if Wagner,
supported by the Russian army, unleashes an attack toward
Kiev from there, as it attempts to decapitate the Zelensky
Regime?

We inch closer to WWIII every day, but no one is paying
attention. The incompetent Biden Regime is asleep at the
switch, allowing the psychotic Jewish Neocons to do as they
please, as the War Pigs in Congress’ Amen Corner cheer on
their own destruction in a desperate attempt to maintain US
Hegemony. The Netflix farce, “Don’t Look Up,” has become
reality.

“Ah, you don’t believe we’re on the Eve of Destruction.” (Barry
McGuire, 1965).
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69. zenmaster says:
@Trumpeter
@Trumpeter

‘beats dying of a fentanyl overdose right away’.

True but what beats dying at 60 in Russia from cheap Vodka
caused cirrhosis of the liver?.

LOL.

• Replies: @Avery
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70. Agent76 says:
June 29, 2023 at 3:00 pm GMT • 58 minutes ago • 100 Words   ↑
June 28, 2023 The NeoCons’ Proxy War “Against Ukraine”:
Nuclear War is On the Table. The Privatization of Ukraine

In this article, I will be focussing on the NeoCon agenda, largely
inspired by The Project for the New American Century. (PNAC).
The Neocons exert control over foreign policy. They are involved
in bribing and manipulating politicians and decision-makers.
They have played a key role in defining nuclear doctrine on
behalf of powerful financial interests.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-neocons-proxy-war-against-
ukraine-nuclear-war-is-on-the-table-the-privatization-of-
ukraine/5823896
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71. Avery says:
June 29, 2023 at 3:09 pm GMT • 49 minutes ago • 200 Words   ↑
{True but what beats dying at 60 in Russia from cheap Vodka
caused cirrhosis of the liver?.}

Anti-Russian trolls spreading old, retread disinformation — as
usual.

 Russians did consume lots of alcohol — in the bad old days.
 But that was, like, so yesterday, homes.

[In Russia, More People Are Drinking Less Alcohol
 On October 8, the World Health Organization (WHO) stated in a

report that the rate of alcohol consumption in Russia declined by
43% from 2003 to 2016. In particular, Russians are drinking less
liquor and “unrecorded alcohol,” or alcohol which is unregulated,
homemade, or smuggled into the country. The report notes a
40% decline in the consumption of recorded alcohol and a 48%
decline in the consumption of unrecorded alcohol.] *

And the life expectancy has been creeping up.

[The current life expectancy for Russia in 2023 is 72.98 years, a
0.19% increase from 2022.]

That’s average for males & females.
 For males it’s about 65: not good enough, but it will get better.

 Meanwhile in US, the life expectancy dropped 2nd year in a
row***: let’s see you LOL about that.

Meanwhile in the good old USA:

[Fentanyl: The million dollar streets strewn with bodies contorted
by the effects of the drug]
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/3QrZLNyYHVw

This is repeated in EVERY large city in US.
 Let’s see you anti-Russian trolls come up with a similar video

from Russia, homes.

_____________________________________
 *

 https://www.addictioncenter.com/news/2019/10/alcohol-
consumption-russia-decline/

**
 https://www.macrotrends.net/countries/RUS/russia/life-

expectancy

***
 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/pressroom/nchs_press_releases/2022

/20220831.htm
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72. Avery says:
@zenmaster
My #70 is reply to poster [zenmaster] #69.

 LOL.
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